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ABSTRACT: This study addresses the colloidal stability of
polymer-coated core/shell CdSe/CdxZn1−xS quantum dots
(QDs) in the presence of L-glutathione (GSH) under neutral
conditions by means of photoluminescence (PL) and
absorption spectroscopy. A reversible addition−fragmentation
chain-transfer-mediated synthesis was employed to produce
co-polymer ligands with different molecular weights in block
and random sequences. Poly(ethylene glycol) sidechains were
incorporated on a methacrylate backbone for solubility in
phosphate-buffered saline. Imidazole-bearing histamine side-
chains were installed postsynthetically to facilitate binding to
the QD surface. Introduction of L-glutathione, an endogenous
monothiol, to aqueous solutions of the polymer-coated QDs led to an increase in PL quantum yield, indicating an interaction
between the QD and glutathione. The PL change was greatly diminished for block co-polymers versus random co-polymers of
similar molecular weight and composition. Additionally, higher ligand populations were found upon initial purification of block
co-polymer-coated QDs versus the random co-polymers. We demonstrate that glutathione does not significantly displace the
polymer ligands from the QD surface, suggesting that PL changes are driven primarily through ligand association. The block co-
polymers are more resistant to glutathione association, and indeed stronger binders, than the randomly ordered co-polymers,
with higher-molecular-weight contributing to improved stability in both cases. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study to directly compare the relative stability of block and random polymeric imidazole ligands and should aid in developing
more stable ligand-exchanged QDs for bioimaging and biosensing, especially for in vivo and intracellular applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are attractive
fluorophores for bioimaging and biosensing applications owing
to their photostability, size-tunable emission, and high molar
extinction coefficients. Core/shell QDs (e.g., CdSe/CdS,
CdSe/CdxZn1−xS, etc.) are widely employed for bioimaging
experiments, as they better maintain their high quantum yields
(QYs) when transferred into aqueous media. Yet, QDs with
shells of several monolayers’ thickness remain sensitive to
surface conditions. As-synthesized QDs possess surfaces
passivated by hydrophobic ligands, which inhibit dispersion
in polar solvents, but are vital to maintaining control during
nucleation and growth. Postsynthetic modifications with
hydrophilic molecules must therefore be employed to satisfy
general requirements for biological applications. These include
colloidal stability in water (over time and at a range of pH
values), high QYs, low acute toxicity, and low nonspecific
binding.1

A variety of strategies have been developed for transferring
QDs into aqueous media, which rely on using surfactants or
amphiphilic polymers to encapsulate the QD and native

ligands, or ligand-exchange reactions to fully replace native
ligands on the surface. Amphiphilic polymers effectively
encapsulate natively capped QDs via micelle-like structures,
but these strategies often result in large hydrodynamic radii
and limit their use as fluorescent probes.2,3 However, smaller
sizes may be retained by utilizing ligand-exchange reactions to
install hydrophilic surfaces with anionic, cationic, steric, or
zwitterionic stabilization. Small molecule thiols, such as
cysteine, readily displace native ligands and lead to water-
soluble QDs that can exhibit high QYs in some cases,
particularly with ZnS-based shells in the case of CdSe QDs.4

Multiple groups have demonstrated that QD stability may be
improved by incorporating bidentate binding schemes, such as
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-modified dihydrolipoic acid
ligands, on core/shell QDs.5,6 These QDs exhibited low
nonspecific binding and improved stability over a wide pH
range. However, they do not provide sufficient protection of
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the QD surface, being prone to oxidation, poor long-term
stability, and low QY in the case of thinner or less confining
shells.7−10

Further improvements in stability can be achieved with
polymeric ligands containing multiple anchor groups that can
bind to the QD surface; such polymers can also incorporate
hydrophilic moieties for solubility and functional groups for
further modification.11−13 This approach is exemplified by
synthetic polymers bearing imidazole sidechains that mimic the
polyhistidine motif that has previously been used to anchor
polypeptides to QD surfaces. More recently, Mattoussi’s group
has demonstrated multidentate polymer-QD systems involving
both histamine and lipoic acid functionalities to yield stable
and compact QDs.14 This multiply-binding strategy addressed
concerns regarding the weak surface−imidazole bond and thiol
oxidation.15 The imidazole group possesses an affinity to
under-coordinated metal sites on the QD surface, is resistant to
oxidation, and has been shown to maintain high quantum
yields and facilitate stable QD colloids in aqueous
media.11,16−19

Despite numerous reports on multiply-binding co-polymer
ligands, there has been relatively little exploration of differences
resulting from varying monomer sequences within such
polymers. A common method for forming multiply binding
or multidentate co-polymers relies on the ring opening of
poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic anhydride) (PIMA) by nucleo-
philic addition of amine-modified monomers. The maleic
anhydride readily reacts with primary amines, enabling
formation of modified co-polymers without the need for
coupling agents.20−22 This technique has been used to form a
variety of amphiphilic co-polymers for passivating nano-
particles, with imidazole and/or thiol anchors, zwitterion
motifs, and reactive groups for further functionalization, but
does not offer control of the sequence of residues.14,20−24

Another polymerization method, reversible addition−fragmen-
tation chain transfer (RAFT), involves the free-radical
polymerization of monomers through utilization of a chain-
transfer agent. As a living or controlled polymerization
technique, it is possible to construct block co-polymers by
sequentially introducing monomers in the desired order with
low polydispersities and good control over the molecular
weight.25 Work by Lequeux and co-workers described the use
of multidentate zwitterion/vinylimidazole block co-polymers,
which demonstrated the efficacy of imidazole-binding block
co-polymers to yield stable QD samples.26,27 Alternatively, if all
monomers are introduced initially, then polymer sequence is
determined statistically according to relative reactivity ratios of
the monomers, resulting in disordered sequences. This method
has been the approach in most published examples to date,
including our own work.17 Bawendi and co-workers pursued a
strategy in which various monomers synthesized with PEG
chains, imidazole groups, and derivatizable groups for further
functionalization were combined into a monomer mixture of
differing ratios initiated by RAFT polymerization.11 However,
the effects of sequence and length have yet to be directly
compared in this or other classes of polymeric imidazole
ligands.
A key characteristic for QD surface coatings to be used in

imaging live cells or organisms, especially in intracellular
applications, is to resist interference or ligand displacement by
endogenous compounds. In particular, the intracellular stability
of polymer-capped QDs is of great concern because
endogenous thiol molecules, especially glutathione (GSH)

and cysteine, are present at high concentrations to maintain
redox homeostasis, and could potentially displace polymers
relying on imidazole as the anchoring group.
Zhu et al. used laser desorption/ionization mass spectrom-

etry to quantify changes in dithiolate ligand monolayers on
CdSe/ZnS QDs upon exposure to intracellular GSH,
demonstrating that monolayer stability in HeLa cells can be
compromised.7 This provided evidence that naturally occur-
ring thiols are capable of displacing surface ligands at
biologically relevant concentrations (which can reach up to
10 mM), leading to possible aggregation, leaching of toxic
metal ions, and decrease in function.7 Understanding how
endogenous thiols interact with polymer-capped QDs, and the
influence of polymer structure, sequence, and length on this
interaction, is essential for designing QDs appropriate for
biomedical applications.
Our group has developed a family of methacrylate-based

polymeric imidazole ligands (MA-PILs) synthesized by RAFT.
The methacrylate backbone reduced the potential for
premature reaction during synthesis compared to acrylate
monomers. The polymer-capped QDs (MA-PIL-QDs) were
stable and exhibited negligible nonspecific binding and
cytotoxicity to human endothelial cells over a range of polymer
chain lengths.18 Ternary co-polymers with methoxy- and
amine-terminated PEG sidechains enabled selective labeling of
targets on cell surfaces via copper-free click chemistry and were
also used to demonstrate association of MA-PILs to CdS
nanowires through the use of a covalently linked fluorescent
dye tracer.19,28

In the present study, we directly examine the stability of
MA-PIL-capped CdSe/CdxZn1−xS core/shell QDs toward
small thiol molecule competition, using glutathione at
biologically relevant concentrations under neutral conditions
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.3−7.5). The core/
shell QDs were prepared by selective ion layer addition and
reaction (SILAR) and purified by gel permeation chromatog-
raphy (GPC) in toluene prior to ligand exchange to install the
MA-PILs, according to previously described methods.17,29

Four MA-PILs were designed with a combination of PEG and
imidazole sidechains using RAFT-mediated co-polymerization
to define disordered (random) or block co-polymers (Scheme
1). In each case, two different average polymer lengths were
prepared, incorporating poly(ethylene glycol)methacrylate
(PEGMA-475) and N-methacrylol succinimide (NMS)

Scheme 1. MA-PIL Ligands and L-Glutathione Competitor
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monomers. Imidazole anchoring groups were installed post-
polymerization by a quantitative reaction of the succinimidyl
esters with histamine. Block co-polymers were synthesized with
average molecular weights of 14 and 30 kDa, herein referred to
as B14K and B30K. Random co-polymers were synthesized
with average molecular weights of 12 and 27 kDa, herein
referred to as R12K and R27K. The stability of the ligand-
exchanged QDs to GSH exposure was tested in two ways. First,
the photoluminescence of the MA-PIL-QDs was monitored to
detect surface interactions with GSH since the QY is known to
be sensitive to ligand-exchange or association processes, and
because QY is relevant to the imaging and sensing applications
of QDs. Secondly, the ligand population on the QD surface
was directly measured by ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis)
absorption spectroscopy and used to quantify the ligand-to-
QD ratio after removing unbound molecules via centrifugal
dialysis filtration. The results to follow suggest that block co-
polymers exhibit superior stability and diminished interference
from small molecules, whereas in both cases the larger co-
polymers appear to be more robust toward such molecules.
This demonstrates the influence of molecular weight and
monomer sequence on the stability of colloidal polymer-
capped QDs with respect to glutathione, a representative
competing ligand. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
direct comparison of polymer binding strength and resistance
to small molecule competition as a function of monomer
sequence. The findings that block co-polymers exhibit superior
stability and diminished interference from small thiol
molecules may be applicable to other classes of polymeric
ligands and provides new insights into the development of
stable, robust polymeric ligand coatings for in vivo and in vitro
bioimaging and sensing applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. Materials and Characterization. A detailed
description of all materials and methods used for the synthesis
and characterization of poly(PEGMA-b-imidazole) ligands and
CdSe/CdxZn1−xS quantum dots is provided in the Supporting
Information.
2.2. Photoluminescence Spectroscopy. The MA-PIL-

QDs were first dialyzed in deionized water using centrifugal
spin concentrators (regenerated cellulose membrane) to
remove excess free polymer and diluted in PBS buffer (pH
7.4). The purified sample was then brought to 20 mL in N2-
sparged PBS. For each PL titration trial, a 2.5 mL aliquot of the
diluted QD sample was transferred to a N2-filled septum-
capped quartz cuvette with a stir bar. The cuvette was placed in
a holder atop a stir plate and covered to prevent ambient light
exposure. A syringe was filled with L-glutathione (44.52 mM in
PBS) and secured onto a syringe pump, configured to inject
100 μL GSH every 15 min via glass capillary until a total

concentration of ∼8 mM GSH was reached. Emission spectra
were collected under constant 365 nm excitation. Prior to the
first GSH injection, the spectrum was monitored for 15 min to
account for the QD PL response. A control experiment was
performed using N2-sparged PBS in place of GSH to account
for any influence of dilution on the PL response.

2.3. Quantification of Polymer Ligands on the QD
Surface. A digestion assay coupled with UV−vis absorption
spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of bound
polymer on the QD surface after exposure to specific
environmental conditions. A 1 nmol aliquot of the MA-PIL-
QDs was passed through a 0.2 μm poly(ether sulfone) syringe
filter and dialyzed in PBS buffer (pH 7.4). For each dialysis
process, the sample was initially concentrated (5 min/5000
rpm), followed by five cycles of dialysis in PBS (5−10 min/
5000 rpm) to achieve consistently low retention volumes
(∼100 μL). The retained QDs were diluted in PBS for analysis
and divided into three portions. Portion A was immediately
digested in ∼2 mL HCl (3 M) by stirring in the dark for 1 h,
after which the absorption spectrum was recorded. Portion B
was diluted in 2 mL GSH (2 mM in PBS) and sparged with N2
for 10 min followed by stirring in the dark for 1 h. Portion B
was then dialyzed into PBS to remove free GSH, and the
retentate diluted in PBS for absorption measurements. Finally,
the sample was digested in ∼2 mL HCl with stirring in the
dark for 1 h, followed by another absorption measurement. A
control sample (portion C) was designed to account for
potential dilution effects that may occur with the GSH-treated
sample. Portion C underwent the same treatment as portion B,
using clean PBS buffer in place of the GSH solution.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Synthesis of MA-PIL Ligands. A previously reported
RAFT-mediated synthesis was used to prepare the poly-
(PEGMA-co-imidazole) ligands with tailored molecular
weights and low polydispersities (Table 1).17 The reactivity
ratios of the NMS (r1 = 0.91) and PEGMA (r2 = 0.69)
monomers were determined by the Kelen−Tudos method.17

As their reactivities are relatively similar, the monomers could
be co-polymerized, attaching to the methacrylate backbone in
such a manner that they become randomly distributed along
the polymer chain. For the block co-polymers on the other
hand, poly(PEGMA-b-imidazole) was synthesized by sequen-
tially polymerizing the monomers along the methacrylate
backbone. In the case of the block co-polymers, the PEGMA
was prepared first to form PEG monomers close to the R-
group, quenched, and then the NMS monomers were
polymerized. Since the succinimidyl group of NMS readily
reacts with primary amines, histamine was introduced after
successful removal of the RAFT agent to install imidazole
anchors; the co-polymers were then isolated by dialysis. A

Table 1. Summary of Block and Random Co-polymer Composition, Molecular Weight, Dispersity (Đ), and Degree of
Polymerization (DP)

Mn DPb

co-polymer polymer ID GPC NMR dispersity (Đa) PEGMA NMS

poly(PEGMA-b-NMS) B14K 12 000 13 700 1.10 21 18
poly(PEGMA-b-NMS) B30K 17 100 29 600 1.13 44 45
poly(PEGMA-co-NMS) R12K 13 500 12 400 1.29 18 19
poly(PEGMA-co-NMS) R27K 24 500 27 300 1.39 40 43

aMeasured by GPC. bCalculated by monomer conversion from 1H NMR.
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schematic representation of the final MA-PIL ligand structures
is provided in Scheme 1.
3.2. Preparation of Core/Shell QDs with MA-PIL Co-

polymer Ligands. The CdSe/CdxZn1−xS QDs were synthe-
sized via the previously reported SILAR method, natively
capped with oleate and phosphonate ligands.29 A four
monolayer CdxZn1−xS shell was coated onto the CdSe cores.
The shell growth was monitored by absorption and emission
spectroscopy, with the QDs emitting at 572.5 nm. Prior to
ligand exchange, the QDs were purified by GPC in toluene
with a polystyrene size-exclusion medium to remove small
molecule impurities and weakly bound ligands. Our group has
previously shown the efficacy of GPC as a preparative
technique for stable nanocrystal colloids with consistently
low ligand-to-QD ratios, providing a surface which facilitates
efficient ligand exchanges.29,30 In the discussion to follow, the
polymer-capped QDs will be referred to by the bound polymer
type as follows: B14K-QD, B30K-QD, R12K-QD, and R27K-
QD.
To facilitate aqueous dispersion, the native hydrophobic

ligands on the QD surface were exchanged with the MA-PIL
ligands by solution-phase ligand exchange. The QDs, fully
dried under vacuum after GPC purification, were dispersed in
chloroform in the presence of excess ligand and stirred under
ambient conditions. After stirring in chloroform for 45 min,
methanol was added to separate the polymer-capped QDs
from the organic ligands. After an additional 20 min, the QDs
were flocculated by the addition of a 1:6 ethanol/hexane
mixture, centrifuged, and the MA-PIL-QDs isolated as a solid
before dispersing in PBS (pH 7.4). Figure 1 shows

representative absorption and emission spectra of a QD
sample before and after ligand exchange. The QDs show
minimal changes in the primary exciton peak line shape, with
only a slight red shift in the peak wavelength following ligand
exchange. Likewise, the emission spectra before and after
ligand exchange are quite similar, with a small blue shift
following ligand exchange. This demonstrates that the ligand-
exchange method has little impact on the optoelectronic
properties of the QDs. Prior to the glutathione exposure

studies below, the aqueous MA-PIL-QDs were subjected to
multiple cycles of dialysis using ultrafiltration membranes to
remove excess free polymer, then diluted in PBS.

3.3. Photoluminescence Response to Glutathione.
Except in the case of very thick and electronically isolating
shells, the QY of colloidal QDs can be very sensitive to ligand
association and dissociation processes at the surface.31,32 Thus,
we utilized PL spectroscopy to characterize changes in PL in
response to GSH at biologically relevant concentrations for
each MA-PIL-QD combination. Specifically, to evaluate
whether an interaction occurs between GSH and the MA-
PIL-QDs, a titration experiment was designed in which the PL
response was monitored continuously while GSH was
introduced stepwise in a series of aliquots. Any change in
QY caused by introduction of GSH could then be detected and
used to compare the response of samples with random and
block co-polymer ordering.
The MA-PIL-QDs were placed in an air-tight cuvette with

stirring, and a complete spectrum was collected every 10 s
under 365 nm excitation. The spectra were integrated after
baseline subtraction to give an intensity value that could be
plotted as a function of time. With each GSH injection, the
QD concentration decreased by a known amount due to the
increase in total volume. Accordingly, the intensity values
following injections are scaled up based on the ratio between
the current and final volume following each addition of GSH.
Examination of the emission spectra over the course of the
experiment showed no significant change in emission line
shape. Under these conditions, changes in scaled intensity are
directly proportional to changes in PLQY.
Several controls were put in place to isolate the response to

GSH exposure. Due to the constant light exposure necessary
for successive PL response studies, the drift in the PLQY of the
MA-PIL-QDs in PBS was monitored in the dark (Figure S2).
In these measurements, the QDs were only exposed to light
long enough to record a full spectrum and stirred for 5 min
between subsequent measurements. All samples show an
increase in PL over time, with block co-polymer-capped QDs
demonstrating less drift than their random co-polymer-capped
QD analogs. A control titration with N2-sparged PBS was also
conducted to account for dilution effects on the PLQY (Figure
S3). The sample was stirred in PBS under constant light
exposure, wherein 0.1 mL of PBS was titrated into the cuvette
via syringe pump every 15 min, and the PL monitored over
time.
Figure 2 shows the experimental design for the GSH-

response measurements and the corresponding PL traces for
each MA-PIL-QD. In brief, the MA-PIL-QDs (nominally 62.6
nM in N2-sparged PBS) were sealed in a N2-filled cuvette (to
limit oxidation of the GSH) and stirred in the dark under
ambient conditions. For the first 15 min of each trial, the QD
PL was monitored prior to addition of GSH to test their
behavior under constant light exposure. The GSH was
introduced via incremental titration over time and the PL
intensity continuously monitored for changes in peak position
and intensity (full experimental details are located in the
Supporting Information). The total GSH concentration was
kept below 8 mM to avoid significant changes in the pH. Each
GSH injection was administered swiftly every 900 s to allow
sufficient time for an equilibrium to be reached, so that any
rapid response to subsequent increases in [GSH] would be
evident.

Figure 1. Normalized absorption and PL emission spectra of CdSe/
CdxZn1−xS QDs. Absorption (solid lines: heavy/black, after GPC in
toluene; thin/red, B14K-QD after ligand exchange in PBS) is
normalized at 557 nm. Emission of respective samples (dashed lines)
is normalized at maximum intensity.
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The data presented in Figure 2 provides a qualitative
comparison between the influence of monomer sequence and
molecular weight in response to glutathione. At times prior to
the first GSH injection, the QDs show a slow drift toward
higher PL. However, upon initial addition of GSH, a small
increase in PLQY on a timescale of several minutes is observed
in all cases. The random co-polymer-capped QDs show a
substantially larger increase in PL with respect to their block
co-polymer-capped QD analogs. In the PBS control titrations
(Figure S3), no change is discernable at the injection times.
This suggests that block co-polymer MA-PILs are more
resistant to interactions with GSH. We observe that the extent
of change in PL at each concentration point and the
equilibration time, after which the intensity no longer changes
rapidly, is most pronounced at the first injection, when the
GSH concentration goes from 0 to 1.59 mM, suggesting an
effective association constant (Ka) ≥103 M−1 for the
underlying process. Though PL clearly indicates that an
interaction occurs and that it is diminished for the block co-
polymer-capped QDs, PL response alone is not indicative of
the nature of this reaction. To gain further information
regarding this interaction, we turn to absorption spectroscopy.
3.4. Quantification of Polymer Ligand Populations. In

a ligand association process, the binding of an incoming
molecule (i.e., GSH) does not alter the population of the
native ligands on the QD surface. In a ligand exchange,
however, the native ligands are displaced from the surface by a

competing molecule and liberated as free ligand in solution. To
distinguish between these processes, we quantified the ratios of
polymer-to-QD after introduction of GSH and subsequent
repurification to remove unbound polymer using UV−vis
absorption spectroscopy. In comparison to other quantification
methods such as 1H NMR, UV−vis is well suited for studying
ligand interactions, as it does not require high analyte
concentrations or deuterated solvents. The histamine imida-
zole group served as a spectroscopic handle owing to its strong
UV absorption at 213 nm, whereas the QDs absorb in the
visible range at 557 nm. However, the QDs absorb strongly at
short wavelengths and therefore the amounts must be
measured separately, with the ligand measurement performed
after completely digesting the QDs in acidic solution and
dilution to known volume.
Scheme 2 outlines the experimental approach for the

digestion assay. Hydrochloric acid was found to be an effective
means of degrading the QDs without destroying the polymer,
allowing the polymer absorption to be resolved after digestion.
Following ligand exchange to prepare the MA-PIL-QDs, 1
nmol of QDs was subjected to multiple cycles of centrifugal
dialysis in PBS to remove excess free polymer and weakly
bound polymer. We define this as the initially purified sample,
nominally containing only QDs with bound polymer ligands.
Each sample was divided into three portions of equal volume.
Portion A was immediately analyzed to determine the initial
ligand content. Because the largest increase in PL intensity

Figure 2. Integrated PL intensities in response to glutathione titration. (A) Experimental design for PL measurements. (B−E) Integrated PL
response to GSH for R12K-QD, R27K-QD, B14K-QD, and B30K-QD, respectively in PBS. Arrows indicate injection times and the total [GSH]
in millimolar following each injection. Measurements were repeated in triplicate, with individual trials indicated by different colors (red, orange, and
blue). All intensity values were corrected for dilution of the QD concentration.

Scheme 2. Digestion Assay To Measure MA-PIL/QD Ratio and Detect Displacement by GSH
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occurred at low concentrations of GSH, we used 2 mM GSH
in PBS for the digestion assay. Portion B was exposed to the
GSH under N2, stirred for 1 h, then dialyzed in PBS to remove
excess GSH before analysis. Portion C was used as a control
sample for GSH treatment and underwent an identical
treatment to portion B, but using clean PBS in place of
GSH. The QD concentration before repurification in portion B
was approximately 125 nM for each MA-PIL-QD sample. A
representative trial for GSH-treated B14K-QD is provided in
Figure 3.

The absorption of the dialyzed, GSH-treated sample was
used to measure the total QD concentration. After the addition
of HCl, the sample no longer exhibits any visible absorption
feature at 557 nm, indicating the efficacy of the digestion. The
polymer is readily identifiable in acid, with no significant
changes in line shape or peak wavelength. The QD and
imidazole absorption data for each sample were used to assign
the molar quantities of QDs and surface-bound MA-PILs by
comparing the visible and ultraviolet peak heights, respectively,
to those of reference samples of known concentration.
Figure 4 compares the raw spectra and scaled reference

curves for B14K-QD before (visible) and after (UV) digestion.
Since no significant changes in QD absorption and emission
were detected after ligand exchange, the QD concentrations
were determined based on the extinction coefficient measured
at 350 nm in toluene, 2.24 × 106 M−1 cm−1.
The results from the digestion assay and concentration

fitting are summarized by the average polymer/QD mole ratios
for each MA-PIL-QD sample in Figure 5. When comparing the
block and random co-polymer ligands, the block ligand mole
ratios were consistently higher, indicating a greater residual
ligand population following ligand exchange and centrifugal
dialysis in PBS. To understand the role of glutathione and the
stability of the different polymer coatings, the GSH- and PBS-
treated experiments must be compared. These samples
undergo further dialysis in PBS after treatment, thus if GSH
displaces the polymer, a lower polymer content should be
present after digestion (with respect to the PBS control). In
other words, ligand exchange by GSH would be indicated by a
lower polymer/QD ratio in portion B than portion C, whereas
indistinguishable polymer/QD ratios between these portions

would be indicative of association. Considering only the effect
of monomer sequence, the block co-polymer ligands were
present at higher mole ratios after GSH treatment (vs the
random polymers), suggesting that block co-polymer MA-PILs
have a higher affinity for the QD surface. Since there is no
substantial difference between the GSH- and PBS-treated mole
ratios in any of the MA-PIL formulations in this study, we
conclude that GSH does not drive displacement of the
polymer ligands. Yet, at low concentrations and the same
timescale, significant PL changes were observed. This indicates
that such PL changes are likely driven by GSH association to
vacant binding sites on the QD surface. The random co-
polymers exhibit lower ligand-to-QD ratios following initial

Figure 3. Representative absorption spectra for B14K-QD after
dialysis, GSH treatment, and digestion. A reference spectrum of B14K
in HCl is also shown.

Figure 4. Representative concentration fits for B14K-QD (portion A)
via absorption spectroscopy showing QDs before digestion (top) and
polymer after digestion (bottom) absorption. The sample and fitting
spectra are shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively.

Figure 5. Average MA-PIL/QD mole ratios for the three portions of
each sample. All assays were repeated in triplicate and error bars
indicate 1 standard deviation.
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dialysis and continue to lose ligand upon dilution and
subsequent dialysis, which could contribute to a higher
number of accessible surface sites to which GSH can bind.
The larger polymers, B30K and R27K, appear to yield QDs
that are more robust and resistant to interactions with GSH
than the shorter polymers of similar sequence. This is indicated
by better retention of the R27K versus R12K upon repeated
dilution and purification in Figure 5, and by the diminished PL
response of B30K versus B14K in Figure 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We prepared stable CdSe/CdxZn1−xS core/shell QD colloids
with methacrylate-based polymeric imidazole ligands. By
controlling the order of monomer addition, we synthesized
block- and randomly ordered co-polymers consisting of a
methacrylate backbone, PEG groups for dispersion in PBS, and
imidazole anchors for binding to the QD surface. The
application of RAFT-mediated synthesis facilitated the
preparation of co-polymers with a high degree of molecular
weight tunability. The QDs were purified by GPC to remove
small molecule impurities and weakly bound organic ligands
prior to ligand exchange with the polymers. We directly probed
the stability of the MA-PIL-QDs toward glutathione at
biologically relevant concentrations (up to 8 mM) in PBS
(pH 7.4) and studied whether GSH binds with the QD
through association to vacant sites or by displacing the
polymeric ligands through exchange.
PL spectroscopy revealed that upon initial titration of GSH,

the random co-polymer-capped QDs exhibited a substantially
greater increase in PL in contrast to the block co-polymer-
capped QDs. This suggested that the block MA-PILs were
more resistant to glutathione interactions. In regard to this
increase in PL, we note that ligand exchange with thiols has
been found previously to lead to lower QY compared to PILs.
The small increases here could be a result of the rigorous
dialysis protocol used to strip unbound MA-PIL ligands prior
to the experiment or to the use of air-free conditions to limit
thiol oxidation.
By means of a digestion assay and absorption spectroscopy,

we quantified the mole ratios of polymer-to-QD. The QD and
polymer concentrations were determined by fitting their visible
and UV absorption with reference spectra before and after
digestion in acid, respectively. The consistently higher ratios of
block ligands to QDs suggest that a higher ligand population is
present after ligand exchange and dialysis. When exposed to
GSH, the random co-polymer populations were consistently
smaller, suggesting that they have a lower affinity for the QD
surface. In all cases, when comparing the GSH-exposed
samples to control experiments, we find that the differences
in polymer-to-QD mole ratios are not substantial, suggesting
that GSH does not displace the co-polymer ligands. In the case
of the differing molecular weights, we note that the higher-
molecular-weight co-polymers (B30K and R27K) are more
robust and resistant to GSH at low concentrations (2 mM).
On the basis of the PL and absorption data, we conclude that
GSH association occurs regardless of polymer size or
monomer sequence, albeit to a significantly higher degree for
the random co-polymers. Therefore, block co-polymer
imidazole ligands are more effective at stabilizing CdSe/
CdxZn1−xS QDs in the presence of endogenous small thiol
molecules in aqueous buffer at biologically relevant concen-
trations.

The superior stability and diminished interference of block
co-polymers to biogenic thiols highlight the importance of
monomer sequence on colloidal QD stability for live cell and
intracellular applications. We believe that this work serves as a
stepping stone for developing more effective multiply binding
co-polymer coatings for bioimaging and biosensing. Future
studies into imidazole-bearing block co-polymers could focus
on analyzing their stability in vivo, under a range of pH
conditions, and the influence of other monomers and polymer
structures.
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